Tiedotukset ja tapahtumat / Announcements and events

KONFERENSSIT/CONFERENCES

23. ISFteH kansainvälinen telelääketieteen ja eHealth seminaari, 15.-17.3.2018
XXIII kansallinen telelääketieteen eHealth seminaari

"Yhteisöt yhteistyöhön muutoksen kynnysellä" -risteily kahden pääkaupungin Helsingin ja Tukholman välillä

Vuoden 2018 seminaarissa keskiössä on kansainvälisyys ja seminaari järjestetään englanninkielisenä. Seminaari esittelee ajankohtaisen katsauksen kansainvälisiin eHealth-virtauksiin ja ajankohtaisissa asioissa käsittelemme kansallisen terveysuudistuksen vaikutuksia.

Lisätietoja:

21. Sosiaali- ja terveydenhuollon tietojenkäsittelyn tutkimuspäivät 21.5.2018

Sote kohtaa digitalisaation – haasteet ja mahdollisuudet


MIE 2018, Gothenburg, Sweden 24-26.4.2018

Building Continents of Knowledge in Oceans of Data: the Future of Co-Created Health

Medical Informatics is a field of great importance and our knowledge is rapidly growing with speed that exceeds expectations. Previous MIE conferences have all been a success gathering many of the most meritated scientists within the field. The scientific program will include the State of the Art in the area and we hope that MIE 2018 in Gothenburg will be a great and memorable event for all of us. MIE2018 is a joint event with EFMI and SFMI, the Swedish Medical Informatics Society as partners. SFMI will be the organizer of MIE 2018.

See more: https://www.efmi.org/mie-2018

eHealth2018 Wien, Itävalta, 8.-9.5.2018

Biomedical meets eHealth – From Sensors to Decisions

The eHealth20XX conference series has been organized by the AIT Austrian Institute of Technology and the Austrian Working Group of Health Informatics and eHealth since 2007 with different partner institutions involved (UMIT until 2016, HIMSS Europe in the eHealth Summits 2013 to 2017). In keeping with its motto, “Health Informatics meets eHealth”, the event provides a platform for researchers, practitioners, decision makers and vendors to discuss innovative health informatics and eHealth solutions so as to improve the quality and efficiency of health care. It is the USP of this event that Research and Application meet as equals and provide new insights from both the scientific as well as the practical point of view.
Future ICT systems and biomedical systems and devices will increasingly be intertwined and share a common entity which is data. This completes the chain and flow of information from the sensor via the processing to the actuator, which can be anything from a human healthcare professional to a Robot. Along this pathway, methods for automating the information processing like machine learning and predictive analytics will play an increasing role in order to provide actionable information and to support preventive health care concepts, in both biomedical and digital healthcare systems and applications.


---

**HIC 2018 Sydney, Australia 29.7-1.8.2018**

HISA Australia’s digital health community invites you to be part of our 25th year anniversary celebration at our annual conference HIC 2018 in Sydney from 29 July to 1 August.

With delegates from all over Australia gathering to share the latest digital health research, case studies, trends and technology advances, HIC is Australia’s premier digital health, health informatics and e-health conference and expo.

HIC is the place for thought leadership: We bring together the latest innovations and research, practical case studies, and forward thinking towards a connected and joined-up health system.

HIC 2018 focuses on connecting the system, being smart with data, and enhancing the practitioner and consumer experience in healthcare interactions.

HIC 2018 provides the ideal professional and social environment for clinicians, researchers, health IT professionals, industry and consumers to integrate, educate and share their knowledge to drive innovative thinking, to enhance services and allow greater consumer involvement.

See more: [https://www.hisa.org.au/hic/about/](https://www.hisa.org.au/hic/about/)

---

**WIS 2018 Turku, Suomi 27-29. 8. 2018**

**Well-being in the Information Society – Fighting Inequalities**

University of Turku and the Baltic Region Healthy Cities Association organize the seventh Well-Being in the Information Society conference.

Welcome to WIS 2018, which looks for innovations and fresh ideas in the cross-section of urban living, information society and health as understood in a wide sense. Starting in 2006, this is now the seventh conference in its series.

WIS 2018 seeks high-quality contributions based both on scientific research and practical experience. The conference is multidisciplinary in nature, gives room for qualitative and quantitative analysis, empirical surveys, case studies as well as for conceptual work; thereby making WIS 2018 a perfect forum for exchange of information and ideas.

Call for papers.

See more on WIS 2018 in [www.wis.fi](http://www.wis.fi)

---

**AMIA 2018 Annual Symposium, San Francisco, USA, 3-7.11.2018**

The AMIA Annual Symposium brings together informatics professionals from diverse backgrounds committed to transforming health through informatics. It represents the scale of informatics expertise by showcasing basic, applied, and clinical interests.

Informatics is a vibrant field that is ever evolving. The AMIA 2018 Annual Symposium provides an opportunity to learn and to grow professionally, to network, and to engage with the foremost leaders in the field. It is here that you can flesh out ideas with colleagues and start new collaborations.

MedInfo 2019 Lyon, France  26–30.8.2019

AIM (the French Association for Medical Informatics) is organizing Medinfo 2019. At each Medinfo conference, participants have the opportunity to share knowledge in an international context in order to improve health and the well-being of interconnected citizens everywhere in the world! So, come to discover, discuss, and share your opinion and experience about this year’s topic: “Health and Wellbeing: E-Networks for all”.

See more http://www.medinfo-lyon.org/en/